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Lee Bambino and Cueball Lynch welcome viewers to the fourth episode of FCW: Freedom Fighters on TV-PR! 

Bambino: Welcome Ladies and Gentleman, and like always we thank you for inviting us into your homes 

tonight. We have two singles matches, we have Xavi Ferrera in action first and our main event promises to 

be a heated one. 

Cueball: That’s right last week we saw The Harlem knights take the fight to their challengers but 

tonight Davis Wayne Newton has the chance to gain the momentum for his team ahead of Choked Out!

Bambino: Take the fight is putting it lightly, it was a cowardly surprise attack and using a pizza cutter?! I 

hope to see Harlem put in his place tonight, even if I’m not the biggest Davis fan. 

Cueball: They knew the dangers when they went to a pizza parlour! 

Bambino: What?!



San Juan Gym

Carl Batch is shown sneaking through a busy gym. Phone held out focussed on his grinning face in selfie mode. 

Carl Batch: Now children, here we have one of the most disgusting creatures in all of Puerto Rico. This is an incredibly rare sighting to see it in this 

habitat, it must have been forced out of it’s cave through desperation, or perhaps it’s lost. 

Carl turns the camera and zooms in across the gym to an unwitting, and sweating, King Kong Kennedy dying on a treadmill. 

Whilst it is true that the gym is the antithesis of home to Kong, and whilst it may also be true that cardio to this giant is nothing but another word 

he can’t spell, this is still low of Carl. After all, even if Kong is on the heavier side, he’s in the gym trying to better himself. 

Carl Batch: Watch as he struggles, nature is a cruel beast and it has not bestowed upon this creature the capacity to move fast, move at all really. 

Kong is indeed struggling on the treadmill, he staggers off it and wipes sweat from his forehead. He takes a slurp of water and moves on to the 

weights. 

Carl Batch: Perhaps more at home lifting things, unfortunately for this creature he is being hunted by the apex predator, the top of the food chain, the 

monster that is Charlie Thatcher! So no matter how hard it works, the efforts are futile and his days left on this island are numbered.

Carl is referencing the fact that if Kong loses to Thatcher at Choked Out! He will be fired from FCW. This is perhaps what has prompted the giant to 

put some extra effort it. It does however appear to be paying off, he effortlessly lifts a huge weight. So big that it even creates a buzz in the gym 

with a circle of muscular men and woman surrounding and supporting him as he increases the weight. Carl watches on, his mischievous expression 

drops off his face, replaced with a growing concern. Kong again lifts the even heavier weight with ease and the crowd cheers him on, amazed at his 

strength. Charlie might be strong but Carl has to question is he THAT strong. A worried looking Carl sneaks back out the gym. 

King Kong Kennedy 

and Carl Batch



In Ring

Xavi Ferrera continues rising through the ranks of FCW. You could argue that losing the People’s Championship and 

being kicked out of House Handsome has been one of the best things to happen to him. Popularity wise it’s kickstarted 

his career as perhaps even as a champion he was always seen a lackey, now out on his own the FCW faithful have 

began to really get behind the Puerto Rican native. 

Rob Reynolds is tough competition, he looks like an action figure that has been scaled up to 90% of the size of a 

human. Simply put, he’s short, but jacked. He can whiz around the ring like a wrestling figure in a kids hand might 

too, his arms and legs deadly weapons. But Xavi weathers the initial storm, and does so in signature style. Ducking and 

duking. Rob is determined to put down his former stablemate but eventually messes up and is hit with a diving 

crossbody, Xavi kips back up and pulls himself onto the top rope to get the pin with his high angled frog splash.

Xavi Ferrera vs Rob Reynolds



In Ring

Post match Billy Russell makes his entrance! The Puerto Rican legend was challenged by Xavi last week. He climbs in 

the ring and stands across from Xavi, he looks down at his fallen opponent and then back up, he gives a slight, but 

just about noticeable nod. Xavi grabs a mic and asks Billy are they on? Will Billy fight him at Choked Out? Billy asks 

for Xavi’s mic who respectfully hands it over. He tells Xavi that he’s on, but that Xavi had better bring his best or 

he’ll be disappointed, he sees great potential in him, he has no doubt that the future is indeed ferrera but the past, and 

present, still belong to Billy. 

Before the two could continue however two men slide into the ring and get the drop on them! 

It’s Billy Russell!



In Ring

It’s Handsome Stranger and Frederique! 

They might no longer have their crew but the two are still determined to be the centre of the spotlight and it’s clear 

they believe they have unfinished business with Xavi. 

Xavi is taken out by La Rodilla (running knee). Billy turns to fight Frederique but is unprepared and ultimately beaten 

down by the two. They hit a double suplex on Billy onto a fallen Xavi. They cackle as they leave them down in the ring. 

Handsome and Frederique Attack!



Hype Video

A video plays hyping up the upcoming match between Carlos and Marco Gonzalez. 

It splices old family footage, mostly from what looks like a busy birthday party for a young Marco with recent events. 

- Marco elimited Carlos from the 2020 New Years Rumble.

- Marco is running around in the gonzalez garden, playing with a water gun. Shawn and Carlos are sharing a beer. Carlos looks younger, 

less weathered, he’s scrawnier than he is nowadays especially in comparison to the muscular figure his older brother cuts. 

- Marco wins the 2020 New Years Rumble and is handed a contract for a future Puerto Rican Title shot. 

- Shawn and Marco play wrestle on the grass. Shawn tells his son the importance of family.

- Marco argues with Carlos and Puerto Rican Power over whether he is ready to cash in the contract. 

- Carlos chases his young nephew around a tree. 

- Carlos is pinned by Rudy, the Latino Kings retaining their tag titles against the two.

- Carlos jumps out from behind a hedge, scaring one of Marco’s friends.

- Marco announces he is cashing in the contract, later that night Carlos interferes in the title match to cost Mutant the win. 

- Shawn and Carlos together light candles of a cake in the kitchen.

- Marco is angry at Carlos for getting involved, he demands he stays out of his life. 

- Shawn and Carlos bring the cake into a dark room,

- Marco loses his title match to Handsome Stranger. Post match Handsome attacks. 

- Marco and all his friends watch on. Marco blows out the candles

- Carlos runs down to help his nephew, but his attempts to help are met with a stiff punch from Marco. 

- Shawn speaks, ‘Well son, make a wish’. 

- Marco and Carlos argue in the ring, trading personal barbs. 

- Marco looks across the table to the Puerto Rican Title displayed above the mantelpiece

Finally a match graphic appears hyping the first blood match between Marco and Carlos gonzalez, blood drips down the screen as 

Shawn’s words are replayed ‘Never forget my Son, Family… is everything.’

The Gonzalez Familia Drama



In Ring

The Puerto Rican Champion Mutant stands in the middle of the ring, chest out, title shining. Kip Keenan is across from him, microphone in hand. 

KK: Mutant… I don’t need to bore these fans talking about the respect I have for you, the champ is a reflection of the promotion itself, and so I’m 

damn pleased that you took the belt of Handsome Stranger. [Mutant does a theatrical, over the top bow.] But I want to be honest with you, you 

talk about being the man to drive this company forward and I got a problem with that. [Again mutant reacts in an exaggerated fashion, pretending 

to be shocked, not taking Kip too seriously.] You’re a big tough scary dude, but let me be clear I am the best wrestler on this island. I have been 

for a long time. I might have lost my mojo a little after losing that title last year but since then I proven my worth, my ability, time and time 

again. 

M: Look I’m sorry Kip, but let’s cut the crap, you call yourself the best wrestler? Whatever you can have that. See you call me a big tough dude 

but that’s not quite right, I’m not A big tough dude I am THE big tough dude. You really think I’d go through everything to win this thing just to 

drop it a month later? I mean really Kip if you think of me as some transitional chump then you’re in for a bad night at Choked Out! You won ten 

matches in a row? Big whoop, what do you want a cookie? A medal? 

KK: You know damn well what I want. [He takes a step forward and prods the title belt hung over Mutant’s chest, Mutant just smirks. Perhaps 

feeling satisfied for getting a ride out of the normally stoic star.]

Mutant: Then bring your best and we’ll put on one hell of a fight for these fans. [Kip looks around as the fans cheer, after a year of Handsome 

shenanigans the prospect of two top stars clashing for the title with no BS involved is simple but appealing.]

Mutant goes one step further and offers his hand out. Kip eyes switch between Mutant’s and the title as he accepts the offer. Two men at the top 

of their game set to clash for the greatest prize in Puerto Rican wrestling. 

Mutant and Kip Keenan



Backstage

Xavi Ferrera is packing his bags in the locker room when a familiar smell catches his attention. He turns to see Frederique stood at the 

door. 

Xavi: You know… I thought House handsome getting disbanded was nothing but good news, but I have to say I preferred it when you and your 

cheap aftershave were confined to the house’s own locker room. 

Frederique: You never did understand what it means to be fabulous. This aftershave cost more than everything in that crappy bag combined. 

Xavi: What do you want anyway? Here to try get out of the match. [Frederique looks confused.] Oh my bad was that a spoiler for you. Yeah I 

suppose PRP might not have had a chance to tell you both yet. You’ve got a match for Choked Out. 

Frederique: You really want to take me on again?

Xavi: I sure do, but I’m not the only one after what you pulled earlier. It’s you and your boss against me and Billy Russell. 

Frederique: Handsome isn’t my boss, I mean I call him El Jefe but that’s mostly just to keep- wait a sec billy Russell?!

Xavi: what did you expect man you just attacked him? [Xavi picks up his bag and walks through Frederique to exit.]

Xavi: But don’t worry about Billy honestly, it’s me who’s gonna beat the crap out of you. 

Xavi Ferrera and FRederique



In ring

Davis came out of the blocks with uncharacteristic intensity and fire, I suppose that’s what being cut across the scalp 

with a pizza cutter does to a man. Harlem was initially overwhelmed but his veteran instincts soon kicked in. 

Although what also kicked in was Curtis Shaw’s leg as Davis ran the ropes which sealed the swing in momentum. 

Davis barked to his tag partner at ringside, annoyed at his lack of protection. Whilst it’s easy to see his point, 

preventing any distractions is a tough job and nevertheless no matter if Davis has a point, the manner in which he 

makes it clearly rubs Joffy up the wrong way. That said, he did take his words on board and the next time Curtis tried 

to get involved it was met with a jumping clothesline as Joffy ran up the steel steps and leapt sideways. 

Harlem was left confused where his help was and Davis quickly took the opportunity to drag the opponent down and 

fight the match on his own terms winning via submission with an STF. Bambino posited that perhaps Harlem tapped 

quick to save himself for the title match, whether it’s true or not it’s clear that Davis and Joffy have regained 

momentum going into Choked Out! 

Davis Wayne Newton vs Harlem Haynes



In Ring

320 pounds of muscle makes its way to the ring. The boss seems to have oversized arms, legs, neck… the list could go on. He walks 

like a robot needing an oil change but at the same time whether it’s the muscles, his stature or his legacy or a combination of 

them all he still remains someone who, even without his authority, you would never want to cross. He nods to both sets of tag 

teams in appreciation for the main event. 

He grabs a microphone and announces that as The Harlem Knights like to attack their opponents outside of a sanctioned FCW show 

that they can too defend their titles out in the community. Harlem and Curtis look on confused before PRP states that their tag 

match at Choked Out will be a beach brawl. 

PRP: Don’t look so confused lads the clues in the name. Choked Out has been sold out for a while so any FCW fans who missed out 

on getting a ticket, get yourself down to Condado Beach this saturday and find out who walks away with the FCW Tag Team Titles!

The Harlem Knights hold the titles up as they exit leaving PRP to continue to address the crowd. 

PRP: Choked Out! Promises to be one hell of a show, on top of that brawl we got Gonzalez vs Gonzalez in a first blood match, 

the debut of Charlie Thatcher, the past present and future of Puerto Rican wrestling team up to face Handsome and Frederique and 

of course the biggest prize on the island can only belong to one man and we’ll see if Kip Keenan can dethrone Mutant and reclaim 

the Puerto Rican Title!  [with the crowd sufficiently hyped he wishes them well and looks forward to seeing them soon.]

Puerto Rican Power



The FCW commentary team thank the viewer once again for tuning in to TV-PR for Freedom Fighters!

Bambino: Well there we have it folks, 5 big matches, make sure to join us for Choked Out!

Cueball: you know what I’m looking forward to? Frederique and Handsome putting Xavi in his place, I preferred him 

as a lackey. 

Bambino: Even with the house disbanded you’re still toeing the line?

Cueball: Handsome is our longest reigning Puerto Rican champion, the two have done it all in this business, I 

respect that, it’s as simple as that. 

Bambino: Joint longest I might add. Well my main hope is that whatever occurs between Carlos and Marco, the two 

are able to get past their differences, families fight, but families must also stick together. 

Cueball: A classic bambino take, I hope they rip each other apart!

The two continue to disagree before signing off and reminding the viewers to tune in this saturday for Choked Out!


